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This unit was created
with this guy in mind.  He

has autism and an
intellectual disability.  He
is a non-reader, loves to
rip any worksheet that

comes his way AND he is
able to do this unit.   He is

my tester!!



This unit contains over 175
pages of material, but don't
worry I have detailed lesson

plans to show you how to make
this last 14 days or more.

Everything highlighted in
yellow comes with a digital

version of the activity.



The lesson plans contain:

Overall tips for teaching
students with significant

needs



The lesson plans contain:

A quick look at what you
will do each day.



The lesson plans contain:

Detailed instructions on
how that day's lesson

should run.



This unit contains at 60 page
book.  It has simple text and

engaging photos.  I encourage
teachers to start EVERY

lesson with this book.

It comes in a pdf and a voice
recorded version so you don't

have to print it out.



There is an mp4 version
of the book which you can

play in google or assign
for students to watch and

listen to in google
classroom.



This unit comes with a
vocabulary board.  

Vocabulary boards are
great for ALL students to
assist with participation
and engagement in group

discussions.

Tips on how to use in the
unit!!



There are large cards in
the printable version that
depict various examples
of potential and kinetic

energy. There are
suggestions for how to

use these as group
activities.



This unit comes with 14
vocabulary cards.

Every day students will do
a group activity using

these cards to get more
familiar with words that
are likely new to them.



Students will also test
their knowledge of these
new words and symbols

with a cut and paste
activity on days 8&9.



 Students match the
picture to the

definition (easier).

You have 2 choices:
1.

2.  Students match the
definition to the picture

(harder).



There are digital versions
of the vocabulary

matching activities.  Both
versions (matching the

pictures and matching the
definitions) are included.



The differentiated
versions include color

coding so more students
can complete these

worksheets
independently.



There are 2 circle maps in
this unit.  Each has a

version that is errorless
and one that has wrong
answers mixed in that
students will set aside.

wrong answers
mixed in

errorless



There is a drag and drop
version of the circle maps

in this unit.  The
differentiated versions

contains only correct
answers.



There are 3 sorting activities
included.  They include

photos and pictures symbols.
You can easily add color

coding if needed to quickly
differentiate these.  This is
done  for you in the digital

version.



The sorting activities are
included as a digital

activity.  It comes in a
regular and 

 differentiated form using
color coding.



There several different
worksheets where

students will determine
which object has more or

less potential/kinetic
energy.  



All of the more or less
activities come in digital

versions.  The
differentiated set has

dashed circles around the
correct answers.



There are 2 experiments in
this unit.  This one has

students test the speed of
various objects that roll

down an incline plane. It leads
them through making a

hypothesis, conducting the
experiment and recording

the results.



This experiment looks at
how energy is transferred

from an object that is
moving to one that is still.  It
goes through the same steps
as the incline roll experiment.  

There are picture choices
provided of common objects
students are likely to choose

from.



Both experiments have
digital versions of the

worksheets for students
to fill out and record their

results.



The experiments use
objects that should be
easily found at home.



There are 4 close
worksheets included for a
review.  2 cover potential
energy and 2 cover kinetic
energy.
 Answer key included.



These fill in the blank
worksheets also
come in digital forms.

The differentiated
versions use color
coding.



FINALLY the
assessment!!  There are 3
versions.  This version has
10 questions with 3
picture choices for each
question.

Answer key included.



With this version, you cut
out the answer choices
and glue them on index
cards.  Ask the student
the question, and they
point to the correct
answer.



There is also a traditional
multiple choice version. 
 You can also use this to
record student answers if
using the version with
index cards.



The digital version of
the assessment looks
like this.  There is a
differentiated version
where the correct
answers are already
circled with a dashed
line.



I realize there will be
some students out there
unable to do cutting
activities.  I have a blog
post with ways to
complete activities
without a pair of scissors!!

Click Here to read more!!

https://specialneedsforspecialkids.org/2020/04/27/no-scissors-allowed/

